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-The most authoritative annual guide to the very best Italian wines -The awards honour ecologically aware wine
producers who are working with the environment, bestowing 'Green' awards on those who create sustainable yields
Italian Wines is the English-language version of Gambero Rosso's Vini d'Italia, the world's best-selling guide to Italian
wine, now in its 31st edition. It is the result of a year's work by over 60 tasters, coordinated by three curators. They travel
around the entire country to taste 45,000 wines, only half of which make it into the guide. About 2,400 producers are
selected. Each entry brings together useful information about the winery, including a description of its most important
labels, and price levels. Each wine is evaluated according to the Gambero Rosso bicchieri rating, with Tre Bicchieri
awarded to the top labels. The guide is an essential tool for both wine professionals and passionate amateurs around the
globe: it provides the instruments for finding one's way in the complex panorama of Italy's wine world.
“A spectre”, wrote Karl Marx in 1847, “is haunting Europe, the spectre of Communism. All the Powers of Old Europe
have entered into a holy alliance to exorcise this spectre.” But the exorcism has failed. In vain does the holy alliance
reconstitute itself in order to perform its chosen task. The spectre of 1847 is a mere spirite no longer. It has emerged from
the darkness in which it was wont formerly to play the part of a miserable shadow. It has become an embodied spirit, a
power incarnate...
In Cameroon in 1931, Sara is taken from her family and brought to Mount Pleasant as a gift for Sultan Njoya, the Bamum
leader cast into exile by French colonialists. Just nine years old and on the verge of becoming one of the sultan's
hundreds of wives, Sara's story takes an unexpected turn when she is recognized by Bertha, the slave in charge of
training Njoya's brides, as Nebu, the son she lost tragically years before. In Sara's new life as a boy she bears witness to
the world of Sultan Njoya-a magical, yet declining place of artistic and intellectual minds-and hears the story of the
sultan's last days in the Palace of All Dreams and of the sad fate of Nebu, the greatest artist their culture had seen.
Seven decades later, a student returns home to Cameroon to research the place it once was, and she finds Sara, silent
for decades, ready to tell her story. In her serpentine tale, a lost kingdom lives again in the compromised intersection
between flawed memory, tangled fiction, and faintly discernible truth. In this telling, history is invented anew and
transformed-a man awakens from a coma to find the animal kingdom dancing a waltz, a spirit haunts a cocoa plantation,
and a sculptor recreates his lost love in a work of art that challenges the boundary between truth and the ideal. Award-
winning novelist Patrice Nganang's lyrical and majestic Mount Pleasant is a resurrection of the world of early twentieth
century Cameroon and an elegy for the men and women swept up in the forces of colonization.
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A Mars of the imagination, like no other, in a colorful, witty SF novel, taking place in the kaleidoscopic future of Ian McDonald's
Desolation Road, Ares Express is set on a terraformed Mars where fusion-powered locomotives run along the network of rails that
is the planet’s circulatory system and artificial intelligences reconfigure reality billions of times each second. One young woman,
Sweetness Octave Glorious-Honeybun Asiim 12th, becomes the person upon whom the future -- or futures -- of Mars depends.
Big, picaresque, funny; taking the Mars of Ray Bradbury and the more recent, terraformed Marses of authors such as Kim Stanley
Robinson and Greg Bear, Ares Express is a wild and woolly magic-realist SF novel, featuring lots of bizarre philosophies, strange,
mind-stretching ideas, and trains as big as city blocks. REVIEWS “Ares Express is a long, adventure-filled, extravagantly colorful,
often funny, quite moving, highly imaginative, excellently written story, set on a glorious Mars built partly of sharp-edged Kim
Stanley Robinson-style extrapolation, but mostly of lush, loving, Ray Bradbury-style semi-SF, semi-Fantasy, Martian dreams.... I
loved it wholeheartedly.” – SF Site “Hugo-winner McDonald’s virtues have long been underappreciated by major North American
publishers... McDonald’s fantastic Mars is vividly detailed and owes much to Bradbury’s Martian stories. Despite a bit of hand
waving around technology that is glibly indistinguishable from magic, this sequel is entirely worthy of its rightly lauded predecessor
[Desolation Road].” – Publishers Weekly “One of the strangest, weirdest, fantastic reads of your life.” – SF Crowsnest “McDonald
is clever, lyrical... snarky, and utterly wondrous. The characters would be completely unbelievable in our world, but in theirs they
are inevitable...” – Night Owl Reviews
It is the distant future. The world known as Virga is a fullerene balloon three thousand kilometers in diameter, filled with air, water,
and aimlessly floating chunks of rock. The humans who live in this vast environment must build their own fusion suns and "towns"
that are in the shape of enormous wood and rope wheels that are spun for gravity. Young, fit, bitter, and friendless, Hayden Griffin
is a very dangerous man. He's come to the city of Rush in the nation of Slipstream with one thing in mind: to take murderous
revenge for the deaths of his parents six years ago. His target is Admiral Chaison Fanning, head of the fleet of Slipstream, which
conquered Hayden's nation of Aerie years ago. And the fact that Hayden's spent his adolescence living with pirates doesn't bode
well for Fanning's chances . . . At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
From the singularly inventive mind of Rikki Ducornet, Trafik is a buoyant voyage through outer space and inner longing,
transposing human experiences of passion, loss, and identity into a post-Earth universe. Quiver, a mostly-human astronaut, takes
refuge from the monotony of harvesting minerals on remote asteroids by running through a virtual reality called the Lights, chasing
visions of an elusive red-haired beauty. Her high-strung robot partner Mic pilots their Wobble and entertains himself exploring his
records of the obliterated planet Earth, searching for Al Pacino trivia, unfamiliar recipes, and high fashion trends. But when an
accident destroys their cargo, Quiver and Mic go rogue, setting off on a madcap journey through outer space towards an idyllic
destination: the planet Trafik.
11.41 p.m., 22nd August 2012, suburb of San Jose, Silicon Valley's modern dormitory town, California. A corpse is discovered in a
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baggage car in a suburban parking lot. It's a scientific researcher of Dutch extraction. It's just the beginning of a chain of murders
who are to fully shock the life of Joe Brigati, a young Italo-canadian crime reporter who lives in Milan. With the complicity of a
biography to write, he is to find accidentally himself in contact with a secret organization (called Orange Hands) who is trying to
remove at the root the troubled international pharmaceutical business exalting scientific pureness. But it's nothing but the
beginning of a wider and more silent worldwide revolution. Was the Orange Agent a fatal accident in Vietnam or was it a slaughter
wanted by the U.S. army? A probe against time, leading the main character to solve by himself several murder cases between
Milan and San Francisco.
Philip K. Dick Award finalist Washington Post Best Science Fiction and Fantasy of 2018 Abbey Mei Otis’s short stories are
contemporary fiction at its strongest: taking apart the supposed equality that is clearly just not there, putting humans under an alien
microscope, putting humans under government control, putting kids from the moon into a small beach town and then the putting
the rest of the town under the microscope as they react in ways we ope they would, and then, of course, in ways we’d hope they
don’t. Otis has long been fascinated in using strange situations to explore dynamics of power, oppression, and grief, and the
twelve stories collected here are at once a striking indictment of the present and a powerful warning about the future. “After I read
this book, I woke up with bumpy, reddish growths along my spine. They burst, releasing marvels: aliens, robots, prefab houses,
vinyl, chainlink, styrofoam, star stuff, tales from the edge of eviction, so many new worlds. Alien Virus Love Disaster is a super-
intelligent infection. Let Abbey Mei Otis give you some lumps.” — Sofia Samatar, author of Tender
Finalist for the Shirley Jackson Award: “Beautiful and brutal nightmares . . . made all the more terrifying by the history in which
they’re grounded.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review Three neighboring villages on the Ukrainian/Romanian border are the final
refuge for the last of the mythical creatures of Eastern Europe. Now, on the eve of the war that may eradicate their kind—and with
the ruthless Night Police descending upon their sanctuary—they tell their stories and confront their destinies. The Rusalka, the
beautiful, vengeful water spirit who lives in lakes and ponds and lures men and children to their deaths. The Vovkulaka, who
changes from her human form into that of a wolf and hides with her kind deep in the densest forests. The Strigoi, a revenant who
feasts on blood and twists the minds of those who love, serve, and shelter him. The Drevniye, an apparition that impersonates its
victim and draws him into a web of evil in order to free itself. And the Bone Mother, a skeletal crone with iron teeth who lurks in her
house in the heart of the woods, and cooks and eats those who fail her vexing challenges. Eerie and unsettling like the best fairy
tales, these incisor-sharp portraits of ghosts, witches, sirens, and seers—and the mortals who live at their side and in their thrall—will
chill your marrow and tear at your heart. “A fable filled with mythical creatures ranging from werewolves to witches . . . set, in part,
among the villages of eastern Europe on the eve of the Second World War.” —The Globe and Mail (Toronto) “Extraordinary . . . A
dark and shining mosaic of a story with unforgettable imagery and elegant, evocative prose.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review
Longlisted for the 2017 Scotiabank Giller Prize Winner of the 2018 Sunburst Award Longlisted for the 2018 Toronto Book Awards
A tense, thrilling debut novel that spans two continents, from "a writer to watch out for" (Colum McCann). It's 1832 and Coll Coyle
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has killed the wrong man. The dead man's father is an expert tracker and ruthless killer with a single-minded focus on vengeance.
The hunt leads from the windswept bogs of County Donegal, across the Atlantic to the choleric work camps of the Pennsylvania
railroad, where both men will find their fates in the hardship and rough country of the fledgling United States. Language and
landscape combine powerfully in this tense exploration of life and death, parts of which are based on historical events. With lyrical
prose balancing the stark realities of the hunter and the hunted, RED SKY IN MORNING is a visceral and meditative novel that
marks the debut of a stunning new talent.
Living Alone (1919) is a novel by Stella Benson. Considered a pioneering work of fantasy fiction, Living Alone is a story of magic
set in London during the First World War. Benson’s meditative, diaristic prose guides the reader alongside her protagonist, a
young woman introduced to a world of witchcraft and wizardry at “the House of Living Alone.” “Nothing else happened in that
room. At least nothing more important than the ordinary manifestations attendant upon magic. The lamp had tremulously gone out.
Coloured flames danced about the Stranger's head. One felt the thrill of a purring cat against one's ankles, one saw its green eyes
glare. But these things hardly counted.” Guided by her political commitments, Sarah Brown dedicates herself to charity work
during the First World War. When a witch invites her to stay in a mysterious home, Sarah embarks on the adventure of a lifetime
with her loyal dog David. Described by its author in playfully mysterious terms—“This is not a real book.”—Living Alone is a unique
and haunting masterpiece that looks upon a tumultuous historical period with fresh perspective, presenting a story of growth and
identity in an intoxicating world of magic and mystery. With a beautifully designed cover and professionally typeset manuscript, this
edition of Stella Benson’s Living Alone is a classic work of British literature reimagined for modern readers.
'A fascinating exploration of human greed and self-delusion and also a tribute to our ageless search for beauty' DEBORAH
MOGGACH. In 1630s' Holland thousands of people, from the wealthiest merchants to the lowest street traders, were caught up in
a frenzy of buying and selling. The object of the speculation was not oil or gold, but the tulip, a delicate and exotic bloom that had
just arrived from the east. Over three years, rare tulip bulbs changed hands for sums that would have bought a house in
Amsterdam: a single bulb could sell for more than £300,000 at today's prices. Fortunes were made overnight, but then lost when,
within a year, the market collapsed. Mike Dash recreates this bizarre episode in European history, separating myth from reality. He
traces the hysterical boom and devastating bust, bringing to life a colourful cast of characters, and beautifully evoking Holland's
Golden Age.
Return to Virga, a bubble universe artificially separated from our own future universe, and the setting ofSun of Suns and
Queen of Candesce. Chaison Fanning, the admiral of a fleet of warships, has been captured and imprisoned by his
enemies, but is suddenly rescued and set free. He flees through the sky to his home city to confront the ruler who
betrayed him. And perhaps even to regain his lovely, powerful, and subversive wife, Venera, who he has not seen since
she fled with the key to the artificial sun at the center of Virga, Candesce. With Pirate Sun, Schroeder sets a whole new
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standard for hard science fiction space opera. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Krisiko. Sei un giocatore o una pedina? La via d'uscita nel grande gioco della crisiTulipomaniaThe Story of the World's
Most Coveted Flower and the Extraordinary Passions it ArousedHachette UK
A computer program etched into the atmosphere has a story to tell, the story of two people, of a city lost to chaos, of
survival and love. The program's data, however, has been corrupted. As the novel's characters struggle to survive
apocalypse, they are sustained and challenged by the demands of love in a shattered world both haunted and
dangerous.
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